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Why Research on AMR?

● AMR-bacteria evolve to resist antibiotics
● Tens of thousands of deaths each year in the US alone
● Diagnosis time–two days to even a month
● Current practice–broad-spectrum antibiotic therapy, which 

contributes to AMR
● 10 million deaths each year from AMR bacteria over the 

world by 2050
Conclusion: Fast diagnosis of AMR in clinics is urgently 
needed to save patient lives and prevent the spread of AMR.



Some examples of AMR Increases

Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus, Vancomycin-resistant Enterococci, Fluoroquinolone-resistant 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa



Why use Machine Learning for AMR Prediction?
● ML success in many fields

○ E.g. image recognition, drug discovery
● AMR prediction with ML in literature with encouraging results

○ K-mer, Logistic Regression
○ However advanced neural networks have not yet applied

● Abundant AMR data in public databases for ML to do training and verification
● Sequencing faster and cheaper: 

○ 5 minutes to sequence a bacterial genome with modern sequencing 
machines 

○ Sequence data is more accessible now to make AMR prediction 



Success of ML in Image Classification

ML is shown to be able find features in images to classify them. It is likely that 
this ability to classify can be applied successfully to AMR prediction



Modern Sequencing Machine 

With powerful and portable sequencing machine that costs under $1000, WGS is 
more available now



AMR Data Acquisition 
● Data needed: phenotype data (AMR data) and bacterial Whole Genome 

Sequence (WGS) data
● AMR phenotypes retrieved from PATRIC database.

○ PATRIC provides a large scale integration platform for researchers to 
share their data

○ The accumulated data provides a large repository of data for ML to use
● Corresponding WGS is retrieved from NCBI, in FASTA format

○ The FASTA files are text files representing the nucleotide sequences of a 
strain 

○ NCBI also provides WGS of strains of the same bacteria that are not 
resistant



Bacterial genome structure

A few million base pairs (human has about 3 billion base pairs);

Closed circle structure (human genome has a linear structure)



Sequence Data in FASTA Format
● FASTA format file starts with a single-line description, followed by sequence 

data. 
● The description line is distinguished from the sequence data by a ">" 
● Typical bacterial FASTA file–several MBytes, few million base pairs 

FASTA example:
>NC_016845.1 Klebsiella pneumoniae subsp. pneumoniae HS11286 
chromosome, complete genome
GGTGGTCTGCCTCGCATAAAGCGGTATGAAAATGGATTGAAGCCCGGGCCG
TGGATTCTACTCAACTTTCGTCTTTCGA



Convert FASTA to Genomic Image for ML
● FASTA data–text with descriptions
● Requires processing for ML use
● Parser-remove descriptions, extract bases
● Bases are encoded to numbers

○ A flexible encoder converts bases to numbers so that the size of the 
resulting array is always one million 

● Folded/reshaped to an 1000x1000 array 
○ This is what we call “genomic image”, similar in format to a traditional 

image represented with pixels
○ It retains all the genomic info contained in FASTA format



Deep CNN Model for AMR Prediction
4 Conv layers, one Pooling Layer, and one Fully Connected layer



Explanation of Deep CNN Model in this Project
● Input is genomic image
● Output label – use one hot encoding, (0, 1) for resistant, and (1, 0) for 

non-resistant
● In the 4 convolutional layers–filter size 4x4
● 5 filters per layer
● At the last convolutional layer, a large pooling layer is used to reduce the size 

before a fully connected layer.
● The Model is decided after many trials and adjustments.



Implementation and Training the Model
● FASTA parser implemented with Python
● Deep CNN is implemented with Python and Tensorflow, on a PC with Nvidia 

GPU (1080 TI, with 8G of memory)
●  Data sets from two Bacteria and Antibiotics were used for training:

○ Acinetobacter Baumanii resistance to Carbapanems.
○ Klebsiella Pneumoniae resistance to Ampicillin.
○ Same Deep CNN model is used for both data sets 

●  Both training data sets reach 100% accuracy in about 25 minutes



Tensorboard Graph Showing Conv Layers

Convolutional Layer



Tensorboard Graph Showing FC Layer and Cost

Fully connected layer and cost function



TB Scalar Showing Cost reduction with Epoch

Cost function with respect to Epoch for A. Baumannii resistance to Carbapenem



Model Verification 

● Data are divided to training/verification sets with 70/30 
ratio

● Verification data are not used in training 
● Verification accuracy reached 95% average.
● Prediction time is less than 1 second



Verification: A. Baumannii resistance to Carbapenem



Verification: K.  Pneumoniae resistance to Ampicillin



Comparison with Literature
● Using Random Forest (RF), Santerre et al. achieved prediction accuracy of 92% on a high end 

machine with 32 cores and 1TB of memory 
○ Though computer time is not presented in the paper, RF takes long time to compute for such 

large amount of data
● Using Logistic Regression (LR), Pesesky et al. achieved prediction accuracy ranging from 57.7% to 

94.9% depending on the Resistance Gene Database (RGDB) being used.
○ RGDB is used to first identify resistance genes from genomic data
○ Also requires an expert user to annotate WGS data first, takes a long time
○ Different DB produced different prediction accuracy  

● Deep CNN model I developed reaches verification accuracy of 95% average.
○ No need for user to use any DB to annotate Genome data, just plug in WGS data
○ Prediction takes less than a second
○ In total, less than half an hour to go from getting bacterial sample to prediction



Conclusion
● AMR is world health crisis, causing tens of thousands of deaths in US alone 

each year 
● Quickly identifying AMR is important to ensure good patient outcomes, and to 

prevent the spread of AMR and development of more AMR bacterial strains
● Developed a Deep CNN model that can predict AMR under a second, with an 

accuracy of 95%.
○ Used with the sequencing machine on the market today that can produce 

sequence data of a bacteria in 5 minutes with 10 minute prep time, the 
model can make AMR predictions over the course of a patient’s visit. 
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